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Webinar on “College from Home: A New Way of Learning” 17th June 2020 

The College organised a Webinar on “College from Home: A New Way of Learning” on 17th June 2020 from 

11:30 am to 12:30 pm on the Google Meet platform. The Resource Person for the session was Ms. Amba Prabhu 

the College Counselor. The session was compered by Ms. Samiksha Vengurlekar. At the outset the Resource 

Person was introduced by Ms. Akshada Hegde. Principal Dr. Prita Mallya welcomed the participants and 

encouraged the students to take up online learning in a positive way.  

The Resource Person Ms. Amba Prabhu clarified on the need for online classes in the present scenario. She also 

elucidated different mediums of online learning for students’ knowledge. She then went on to explain the different 

avenues that open up with online learning, wherein students can take up multiple courses at one time. Parents’ 

role in boosting students’ morale when students feel low was also stressed upon. To end with she guided the 

students on diet and overall health. During the Q&A session, the Resource Person effectively answered all the 

questions raised by the student participants. Ms. Grishmi Thakur proposed the Vote of Thanks.  
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Online Tech Quotient Quiz 23rd to 30th June 2020 

The Department of Computer Science organized an Online Tech Quotient Quiz from 23rd to 30th June 2020. The 

test comprised some basic questions on the apps that we use in our daily lives.  The objective was to put up an 

Open quiz so that people of all age groups can access it and gain basic software app information. The Quiz was 

coordinated by Ms. Sweta P. Shet Verenkar, Asst. Prof., Dept of Computer Science. 

The Online Tech Quotient Quiz was very successful as 2,403 participants from across Goa as well as other States 

answered it. The Quiz comprised of 15 Questions with 10 Points each. The participants had to score 50% and 

above to attain an e-certificate with his/her score enclosed in a badge. 

The questions and particularly the options incited curiosity within participants as they learned more from the 

options given for every question. The innovative way of displaying the score in a badge on the certificate was 

appreciated by all participants. 
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Online Quiz on “Accounting Pro-I” 2nd - 9th July 2020 

The Department of Commerce and Management of the College designed an online quiz Called “Accounting Pro-

I” from 2nd to 9th July 2020. The quiz was attempted by more than 500 participants from different parts of the 

country. The Accounting quiz was designed to assess the participants’ knowledge on basic accounting principles 

and concepts. An e-certificate was issued to participants who scored 60 percent and above. Most of the 

respondents who attempted the quiz were students. 345 participants out of 575 scored 60 percent and above and 

were issued e-certificates. Assistant Professor Ms. Marjina Shaikh was the Quiz coordinator. 
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Online Quiz - IT Basics 4th – 15th July 2020 

As IT solutions continue to increase efficiency and effectiveness of business operations and communications, 

businesses will continue to depend on IT to be successful.  

Aspiring Commerce graduates should be aware that most jobs now require the use of computers, mobile devices 

or software applications in some capacity. Thus, to be job ready, along with strong academic and domain 

knowledge, students must also possess the necessary job skills that will help them stand out from their peers, 

prominent among these being IT skills. 

The Department of Information Technology designed a quiz called IT Basics to test basic knowledge of IT among 

the student community. The Quiz was kept open from July 4th to 15th. 533 people answered the quiz and were 

awarded e-certificates.  

Another objective of the quiz was to promote the Computer Applications course, which is offered as a Generic 

Elective in the First Year of the B.Com Programme. 
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Webinar on ‘Digital Communication: The New Success Mantra’ 6th July 2020 

 

The Department of English & Communication organized a Webinar on the topic ‘Digital Communication: The 

New Success Mantra’ on 6th July, 2020 from 11:00 am – 12:30 pm on the Google Meet platform; the webinar 

was also streamed live on the College YouTube channel.  The Resource Person for the session was Mr. Abhay 

Mishra, founder of an online business growth consultancy firm, Tipping Point. The Webinar witnessed 

participation of 750 national and international attendees. 

The session was compered by Ms. Samiksha Vengurlekar. Vice-Principal, Dr. Rodney D’Silva addressed the 

attendees and spoke on the avenues that digital communication brings. At the outset, the Resource Person 

simplified the meaning of digital communication, followed by an explanation of its scope and career opportunities 

in future. He also elaborated on the personal skills needed to communicate effectively via digital media. The 

lesser known social media communication 

landscapes were elaborately explained depicting 

the relevance of social media in this digitized 

world. At the end, the Resource Person 

enlightened the attendees on the scope of 

creating learning-cum-earning opportunities in 

the field of Digital communication. He also 

listed out the courses one can take up in Digital 

Communication.  

The Resource Person answered all the queries 

raised by the attendees to their utmost satisfaction. The session received overwhelming feedback from the 

participants. Lastly the Vote of Thanks was proposed by B.Com Programme Coordinator, Dr. Edwin Barreto.  
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Webinar on “Investing in Mutual Funds Simplified” 9h July 2020 

 

The Post Graduate Department of Commerce conducted a Webinar on the topic titled “Investing in Mutual Funds 

Simplified” on 9th July 2020 from 11. am to 1.00 pm. The Webinar was streamed live on the Zoom platform and 

on the College YouTube channel. A total of 2,200+ views were received on the College YouTube channel. The 

objective of the webinar was to simplify investing in mutual funds through a free investment platform and become 

AatmaNirbhar. 

The session was compered by Asst. Professor Ms. Muktali Cuncoliencar. The session began after the welcome 

address by the Principal Dr. Prita Mallya. She introduced the new programme offered by VVM’s Shree Damodar 

College viz. Post Graduate Diploma in Finance and Taxation. The Webinar was coordinated by Vice Principal 

Dr. Rodney D’Silva.  

 The speaker for the webinar was in-house faculty 

member Ms. Madhumeeta Dhar. The speaker used five 

steps to demonstrate the journey of investing in Mutual 

Funds. In the first step she explained the basics of 

mutual fund and the mutual fund mechanism, in the 

second step she introduced the participants to a free 

Investment platform that is Groww app which is a 

direct mutual fund investment platform proudly built in 

India. In the third step with the help of a video the 

speaker showcased how to register and also mentioned 

the KYC document required. In the fourth step the 

speaker explored different types and categories in 

mutual fund and in the final step she demonstrated with 

a live example by investing in mutual funds with Groww app starting from only Rs. 100. In the end the speaker 

shared a few investing tips and also recommended books to read on Mutual Funds. 

The session ended with a Question and Answer session and feedback from the participants. Vice-Principal Dr. 

Rodney D’Silva proposed the Vote of Thanks. 
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Online Quiz on “Invest Smartly” 10th July 2020 

 

On 10th July, 2020, the Department of Commerce & Management of VVM`s Shree Damodar College of 

Commerce & Economics Margao Goa, conducted an online quiz “Invest Smartly” to test  Investment Decision 

Making among students. The Quiz Coordinator was Asst. Professor Mr. Sandesh Govind Gaonkar 

514 students participated in the quiz. Students who scored 50% or more in the quiz received an e-certificate with 

their score. Some important tips were given to students: Never depend on a single source of income, invest your 

money and create an additional source of income, and be aware of the various investment avenues.  
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Webinar on NList Consortium e-resources: A Boon to the Academic Fraternity 11th July 2020 

 

The Department of Library & Information Science and IQAC organized a Webinar on the topic “NList 

Consortium e-resources: A Boon to the Academic Fraternity” for students, faculty members and LIS professionals 

in India and abroad, on 11th July 2020 from 11.00 am to 12.30 pm on Saturday on the Google Meet platform and 

was also streamed live on the College YouTube channel. The 

webinar commenced with the welcome address delivered by the 

Vice-Principal, Dr. Rodney D’Silva. Dr. Shami Pai introduced 

the speaker for the webinar Mr. Keshav Dhuri, Librarian, 

Government College, Pednem.  

The session was followed by a Question and Answer round which 

was moderated by Dr Lira Gama and Dr Lina Sadeker. The 

session was extremely enlightening, engaging and informative. 

The feedback from the participants was overwhelming. A total of 

423 participants attended the webinar.  

The session was compered by Dr Maithili Naik. The Vote of 

Thanks was delivered by Ms. Manasi D. Rege, College Librarian. 
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Online Quiz on “The Marketing Master” 13th July – 1st August 2020 

The Department of Commerce and Management of VVM’s Shree Damodar College of Commerce organized an 

online Marketing Quiz – “The Marketing Master” for students and the general public. The quiz was kept open 

from July 13 to August 1, 2020. Ms. Muktali Cuncoliencar, Assistant Professor in Commerce was the Coordinator 

for the quiz. The quiz tested the knowledge of respondents on various aspects of marketing. The Quiz received 

overwhelming response from 817 participants from different parts of the State. Participants who scored above 

60% received an e- certificate. 624 respondents were awarded e-certificates. 
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Online Quiz on “360o of Finance” 14th July 2020 

The Department of Commerce and Management organized an e-quiz “360o of Finance” for students and the 

general public on July 14th 2020. The quiz intended to check the knowledge of various aspects of finance among 

the respondents. The quiz saw a participation of 351 respondents and those who scored above fifty percent were 

issued e-certificates. The quiz received a very good response with suggestions to have more such quizzes for 

updating students' knowledge. Dr. Madanant Naik, Asst. Professor in Commerce was the Convener. 

 

Rotary Club of Ponda - Distribution of Arsenicum album 30 pills 14th July 2020 

 The IQAC organized distribution of Arsenicum album 30 

pills as a precautionary measure to boost immunity in these 

times of the COVID-19 pandemic. The Rotary Club of 

Ponda offered to distribute these pills free to the teaching 

and non-teaching staff members of the College. President of 

Rotary club of Ponda Rotarian Ranjit Sadekar distributed 

the pills on Tuesday, 14th July 2020 from 12:00-12:30 pm in 

the Smart Classroom.  

Vice-Principal, Dr. Rodney D’Silva, thanked the Rotary 

Club for their kind gesture. 
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Eco Trilogy 14th – 25th July 2020 

The Economics Club of the Department of Economics 

& Banking organized an online event ‘Eco Trilogy’. It 

comprised of three events namely Eco Whizz (Quiz), 

Eco Flash (Photography) and Eco Clipz (Video 

Making). The e-brochure was circulated across various 

online platforms which garnered a total of 463 

participants across the three events. The link for each of 

the events was kept open from 14th to 25th July 2020. 

Most of the participants were students from different 

colleges across India.  

‘Eco Whizz’ (Quiz) which was an attempt to test the 

participants’ awareness on various issues related to the 

economy, received a total of 415 participants. 45 

participants showcased various hidden skills that the 

COVID-19 pandemic allowed them to discover through 

‘Eco Flash’ (Photography). ‘Eco Clipz’(Video Making) 

where the participants were instructed to make a short 

video on the positive transformation undergone by 

nature during the pandemic, received 3 participants. E-

certificates were issued to participants for each of the individual events. 

 

Vanamahotsav Celebration 15th July 2020 

 

On 15th July, Shri Digambar Kamat, MLA, Margao, along with 

local Municipal Councillors and officials visited the Campus and 

planted some saplings on the occasion of Vanamahotsav.  Vice-

Principal, teaching and non-teaching staff  participated in this tree 

plantation activity. 
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Online Quiz on “Books & Authors” 15th – 29th July 2020 

The Department of Library & Information Science and Readers’ Club conducted an e-quiz on “Books & Authors" 

from 15th July 2020 to 29th July 2020. The quiz was attempted by 520 participants from different parts of the 

country. This e-quiz was designed to ignite a reader in every participant.  An e-certificate was issued to 

participants who scored 50 percent and above. The platform of the quiz was Google Meet 

Most of the respondents who attempted the quiz were students, teachers & LIS Professionals. 

Ms Manasi D. Rege, Librarian was the coordinator of the e-quiz. 

 

 

Dear Readers, 

As always, at Shree Damodar College, the emphasis is on the holistic development of students and adapting to the changing 

needs of society in general and our students in particular.  

We are delighted to present the reports of activities in this edition of the E-Newsletter, with the College reaching out to 

students by way of webinars, quizzes and other innovative activities on a wide range of topics.   
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